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Palm Beach International Boat Show 2022: Horizon
Yachts' FD92 offers the ultimate in customization
capabilities
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As an example of its ability to customize a yacht to suit an owner’s lifestyle, Horizon
Yachts plans to exhibit an FD92 — a model that, with one owner’s input, introduced a tri-
deck design to the luxury yacht builder's Fast Displacement (FD) series.

The five-stateroom FD92 was launched in 2020, “and this boat was built for an American
owner who customized the boat to his specifications, including the addition of the tri-deck,”
explained Elise Moffitt Caulder, Horizon sales and new-build consultant.

“This was the first FD series yacht to have a tri-deck, and it became a standard feature on
the model based on the positive market feedback we received.''

Upon delivery, the owner cruised Florida, The Bahamas and the Caribbean and then decided
to sell his boat and build larger, Caulder said. “So we sold his FD92 boat earlier this year and
now he has an FD110 in build. The FD92’s new owner, who uses it privately and for charter,
graciously allowed us to exhibit this boat as an example.”

Horizon has inventory coming this summer and fall for owners who want to purchase then, or
alternatively, a client can speak with Horizon about customizing a new build, she added.

Consistent with the FD series, the FD92 has spacious interiors and expansive windows. The
tri-deck design puts a helm, L-shaped seating, sunpad and a bar on the uppermost deck.
Another exterior area on the foredeck features a Jacuzzi, seating area, sunpads,
fridge/icemaker and storage.  

Under the uppermost deck is a deck comprising an enclosed skylounge, and aft of the
skylounge is a boat deck with a bar, dinette and room for a tender.
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Forward on the main deck are the salon, galley, dining area and master suite. Aft is an
exterior dining area for 10, as well as a wet bar and lounge seating.

Crew quarters for five, engine room and the beach club are aft of the guest staterooms on
the lower deck. The beach club includes a swim platform and watersports area featuring a
separate section that rises and lowers to facilitate water access and easy toy launching.

The FD92 model is powered by twin Caterpillar 1,900 horsepower engines, giving the yacht
a cruising speed of 17 knots and a top speed of 20 knots.

“We have evolved the FD92 model to a larger version, now named FD100. If someone wants
to build a similar vessel to the FD92, that would be the FD100 tri-deck. Our estimated
delivered price to Florida is $12.1 million,” Caulder said.

For information, contact Caulder at 561-721-4850.

As of press time, the FD92 is slated to be shown during the 2022 Palm Beach International
Boat Show at Ramp 2, slips 201 and 203. 

 
 


